of all unital left R-modules of a ring R will be denoted by "M while / will be used to indicate the Jacobson radical of R. Further, if M is a module over R, E AM) will denote the injective hull of M and Soc (M) the socle of M.
Let M be an P-module with minimal projective resolution
• • •->p-2->. .->p,-Um->o. i
i.e., <fi< P . -> Keró ._. is a projective cover of Ker(£ ._ , for i = 1, 2, • • • .
The codominant dimension of M, denoted codom dim M, is defined to be min|z: P. , is not injective! where we follow the convention of setting min 0= °°. Proof.
In such a case any minimal projective resolution of M would necessarily be split exact.
Next we recall the definition of dominant dimension and note some results we need later.
Let M be an R-module with minimal injective resolution
is defined to be min h' : E . . is not projective ¡. We define the left dominant dimension of R, denoted /-dorn dim R, to be dorn dim "R.
As ( where P/jP is artinian. Thus, Pj/fPj © P2/JP2 = ° from which we have Pl = P2 = 0 and P ^ P'.
We now note a categorical characterization of the left dominant dimension of R.
• roposition 1.7. // RP is a minimal projective generator for ¡JK, then /-dorn dim R = dom dim "P.
Proof. This follows directly from (1.4). 
// ■it's Figure 1 As the induction hypothesis we assume that codom dim RE > k + 1 for each injective RF and that dorn dim RP > k for all projective RP . We then let "P be projective and consider Figure  1 . In this diagram the row is a minimal 
■+0.
Noting that fllPk_l £ HomR(Efe_1, P ^ while 4>ifi'Pk_i = ^k^k-l = °' we nave that there exists gj e HomR(E K ) suchthat z'jgj =fl4>,_\' Now assume that / , g have been defined for 1 < r < s < k such that f '■ E, , - We are now ready to construct the map / indicated in the first part of the proof. We first consider /, -<ß2^k' Ek ~* Pl' ^e note t*iat ^m 4 -Ker(/j -4>2^b) since, as seen in the proof of the second claim, (/, -A^*^4 i = 0. On the other hand, if (/j -(f> h,)(x) = 0 for some x e E then <AAx) = <^1^2*e^ = °> i>e-> x € Ker tf/k = Im yfe_ j. Therefore, Ker(/j -^2hï> = Im /',_,.
But then /j -02^fe induces a map E,/lm / -» P This is our map /. Now consider It is easy to check that this diagram is commutative. This is exactly the situation we had when » = 1. It follows that E, . is isomorphic to P, and so, is projective. This completes the proof of the sufficiency part of (2.1). Observe that since E, . is projective the column in Figure 1 is trivial for all but E, .
and P,.
(<=). This half of the proof is the dual of the first. Proof. This follows immediately from (1.5) and (1.11). (a) /-dom dim R > n; (b) dom dim RP >n for each finitely generated projective RP\ (c) dom dim RP > n for each finitely generated indecomposable projective RP'
(d) codom dim RQ > n for each finitely generated injective RQ and each finitely generated projective RP has a minimum injective resolution whose first n terms are finitely generated;
(e) codom dim RQ > n for each finitely generated indecomposable injective RQ and each finitely generated indecomposable projective RP has a minimum injective resolution whose first n terms are finitely generated.
Proof. By (1.2) and the characterization of finitely generated projective modules over semiperfect rings, we have that (a), (b) and (c) are equivalent. The equivalence of (d) and (e) is immediate from (1.4).
To show that (b) is sufficient for (d) it will suffice to indicate how the suf-ficiency proof of (2.1) can be applied. Let RQ be finitely generated injective with minimum projective resolution
The module P is finitely generated since RQ is. Further, the kernel of P. -' Q is finitely generated since R is left noetherian. But then P2 is finitely generated. By induction, Pj, •• •, P are all finitely generated. So, by hypothesis dom dim P > n and it is straightforward to see that the same inductive proof as used in the sufficiency proof of (2.1) may be applied to obtain codom dim RQ > n. Finally, we assume (d) and let RP be finitely generated with minimum in-
Since E is finitely generated by hypothesis, codom dim E > n and one shows inductively as in the necessity proof of (2.1) that E is projective. Hence,
is equivalent to (d).
3. Codominant dimension of generalized uniserial rings.
Recall that a generalized uniserial ring R is an artinian ring for which each primitive one-sided ideal (i.e., each Re and eR where e is a primitive idempotent) has a unique composition series.
In the case where the ring is indecomposable, one can relate these indecomposable projectives in the following manner. (see Jans [6, p. 1107] 
